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To:

">Bill" <bill.ryan@virgin.net>

CC:

">Hal Puthoff" <Puthoff@aol.com>, ">Victor Martinez" <victorgm@webtv.net>, ">Kit Green"
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Kit, do tell what you feel you can... I’d very much like to nail this (if this is the case). This is not
vengeance... just wanting to exclude the disruptors from the courtroom so that proper inquiry can be
conducted.

From: "Green, Christopher" <cgreen@med.wayne.edu>
Date: Sun, 19 Feb 2006 20:09:57 -0500
To: RICK DOTY <rickdoty166@msn.com>, ">Bill" <bill.ryan@virgin.net>
Cc: ">Hal Puthoff" <Puthoff@aol.com>, ">Victor Martinez" <victorgm@webtv.net>
Subject: RE: Thoughts from one-guy to the others in Team of Five
I have heard exactly the same thing, from a source that can not even in principle be the same source
as Rick's.

I also take note that in the hysterical Bill Hamiltonian rants back and forth between Sarfatti, Collins,
Smith, and himself in mid- August...Bill Hamilton sent a note out that said: "Just wait until you see the
story that Dan is going to start to put out in November!"
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From: RICK DOTY [mailto:rickdoty166@msn.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 8:05 PM
To: >Bill
Cc: >Hal Puthoff; >Victor Martinez; Green, Christopher
Subject: Re: Thoughts from one-guy to the others in Team of Five
An extremely well placed person has intercepted communication between the ATS and the Burisch
camp. The Blogs have been traced back to the Burisch camp.
----- Original Message ----From: Bill Ryan <mailto:bill.ryan@virgin.net>
To: >Bill <mailto:bill.ryan@virgin.net>
Cc: >Hal Puthoff <mailto:Puthoff@aol.com> ; >Victor Martinez
<mailto:victorgm@webtv.net> ; >Rick Doty <mailto:rickdoty166@msn.com> ; >Kit Green
<mailto:cgreen@med.wayne.edu>
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 18:01
Subject: Re: Thoughts from one-guy to the others in Team of Five

To: Rick, Kit, Hal, Victor
Hi, Rick – re Burisch, if this is cast-iron, give it to me at Laughlin so I can include it in my
presentation...

From: RICK DOTY <rickdoty166@msn.com>
Date: Sun, 19 Feb 2006 17:52:47 -0700
To: Bill Ryan <bill.ryan@virgin.net>, "Green, Christopher" <cgreen@med.wayne.edu>
Cc: <Puthoff@aol.com>, Victor Martinez <victorgm@webtv.net>
Subject: Re: Thoughts from one-guy to the others in Team of Five
The skeptics will do everything to discredit the story. I have real, first hand information,
that Dan Burisch is behind the skeptical side of Serpo.

----- Original Message ----From: Green, Christopher <mailto:cgreen@med.wayne.edu>
To: Bill Ryan <mailto:bill.ryan@virgin.net>
Cc: Puthoff@aol.com ; Victor Martinez <mailto:victorgm@webtv.net>
RICK DOTY <mailto:rickdoty166@msn.com>

;

Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 17:49
Subject: Thoughts from one-guy to the

others in Team of Five

Re: the increasing noise on the Blogs and the para-Serponian web sites. Wayne
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did send me several to peruse about two weeks ago. I do so about one a day.

The story that it is a hoax and due primarily to Bill and Rick is legion. No
connecting of the two of them. Just independent chatter. Lots of stuff about the
material since mid-December being patently absurd, a rehash of a 15-year old
book, while the early stuff was simply "barely believable." There is widespread
discussion about a British based communications plot, with all the embedded
messages and the logs about "legal" and "creative" approvals for the story that is
a clear viral marketing scheme. The "Hoax" and then "Hoax admitter" and then
"Hoax-hoax admitter" string is now up to five levels. It isn't even possible in
principle to tell from the Blogs, ATS, or other sites who believes whom.

But the bad guys are being named: Bill Ryan and Rick Doty. God forbid anyone
ever connects the two of you guys...it is so far as if the two of you never heard of
each other.

No more discussion of people taking the story seriously, like visitors from the
government.

By the way...the issue of the huge data file, turning out to be a child-like protractor
drawing did it all in. Absolutely no one noticed that it may have been a drawing,
fully intending to be a serious attempt to convey meaning, of something that had
been mentioned in one of the first 5 "Releases." Did any of you recognize it? It
was an object (I think) mentioned quite early-on. It may not be so silly, after all.
Remember what I said...even simple drawings when put in WORD turn out to be
megabytes...rename the file and / or put it into a GIF or JPEG and the same
drawing drops to 70 kilobytes. Most people on the internet chat rooms including
ATS know even less about computers than do I...and that says it all.

That is why I am not reading anything anymore for detail...just sociological gestalt.

I heard a rumor that the original Anonymous may resurface and show the present
(since mid-December) Anonymous III to be a fraud. The source was credible, but
the back-story makes it murky.

k.
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